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Latest Breakthroughs in Language Laboratory Solution
Pragmatically, with the increasing competitions in the global marketplace, being proficient in a second or even
third language is almost a prerequisite to excel in your job or business. With the definite importance of
language learning, the question becomes – how to achieve it?
In the past era, hardware-based language lab such as the combination of cassette recorder and amplifier
was very popular. However, end users were troubled with problems like low compatibility with the latest
multimedia formats, high setup and maintenance cost, inconvenience of students’ records keeping, durability,
short battery life, and more. Hence, those who were fed-up with the use of hardware began to look for
alternatives. Nowadays, more and more educationalists turn to use Digital Language Laboratory (DLL).
A software-based language lab has many benefits, namely, supports diversified formats and store in
digital form, ease in setup and maintenance, customizable teaching styles, helps students build up
confidence in speaking foreign language and encourage lesson involvements.
In fact, our DLL software has been used globally for years already and lately we are developing our latest
DLL 6.0 version to bring greater user experience through our revolutionized interface and specially designed
quiz module for language learning.
With a view to having a more easy-to-use GUI (Graphical User Interface), we have combined the manual &
normal modes while keeping most of the buttons unchanged so that a balance could be struck between being
user-friendly and adaptability by existing users of older versions

New user interface

New quiz module

Thanks to the feedback from our loyal customers, we acknowledged the importance of having a
comprehensive quiz module for examination purposes. Besides allowing standard MC-type question,
voice recording is supported so that teachers can perform oral and listening tests. Through this digital
platform, teachers can take advantage of smooth quiz management, quiz process monitoring, and
automatic paper-collect & marking with detailed graphical quiz report. It has never been easier for teachers
to evaluate students’ progress in language learning. For students, they will also enjoy the multimedia
content that could be placed with ease by teachers in the quiz. In a nutshell, our DLL 6.0 is definitely an
ideal platform for language teaching as well as learning and helps to bring more interaction in language
practice, quiz and examination. However, please continue to share your precious ideas to us and we will
keep on our development to bring new features to our customers. If you have any enquiries or comments
about our products, please feel free to contact our Sales Team at sales@suntechgroup.com.
In Chinese Zodiac, 2013 is the Year of the Snake. Because of cyclical lunar dating, the first day of the year can fall
anywhere between late January and the mid-February. On the Western calendar, the start of Chinese New Year
this year falls on Sunday, 10th February 2013. In our traditions, snake represents flexibility, endurance and
wisdom. Last but not least, Gung Hay Fat Choy! (which means "Best wishes and congratulations. Have a
prosperous and good year.")

